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In the popular world, Lewis had had two books of poetry that sold poorly, and an obscure spiritual autobiography that barely counts as fiction. Although his academic work was well
received, there was no audience for Out of the Silent Planet, a H.G. Wells-like interplanetary romance. Lewis struggled to find a publisher.Â The Collected Letters of C.S. Lewis,
Volume I: Family Letters 1905-1931. New York: HarperCollins, 2004. Print. Sayer, George. Jack: A Life of C.S. Lewis. Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 1996. I believe in open access
scholarship. The letters found in Volume II reveal inside accounts of how The Screwtape Letters came to be written, the early meetings of the Inklings (with J.R.R. Tolkien giving
readings about 'hobbits' and 'Middle Earth'), how C. S. Lewis became popular through BBC radio talks, but mostly how this quiet professor in England touched the lives of many
through.Â Verified Purchase. The book cannot dissapoint you. C.S. Lewis had so many deep and wonderful thoughts to share with the world that reading his letters is a blessing and
a life lesson for any intellectually honest individual. I highly recommend reading this book to anyone who wants to get a glimpse into the mind of one of the world's greatest
intellectuals that has ever lived. The collected letters of C. s. lewis. â€”â€”â€”VOLUME IIâ€”â€”â€” Books, Broadcasts, and the War, 1931â€“1949 EDITED BY WALTER HOOPER.
Copyright (#u9c47d65c-00f5-53d1-b288-9095cdf4355d). William Collins. An imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd. 1 London Bridge Street London SE1 9GF.
www.harpercollins.co.uk (http://www.harpercollins.co.uk/).Â The right of C. S. Lewis to be identified as the author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. A catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library. All rights reserved under International and Pan-American Copyright
Conventions. C. S. Lewis spent a good portion of each day corresponding with people via handwritten letters. Over his lifetime he wrote thousands of letters in which he offered his
friends and acquaintances advice on the Christian life, giving away a bit of himself to each of these correspondents as he signed his notes with a heartfelt and familiar, "yours, Jack."
Most of these letters are currently only available in their entiretyâ€”a collection consisting of three hefty tomes.Â HarperCollins, 2000), The Collected Letters of C. S. Lewis, Volume II:
Books, Broadcasts, and the War, 1931â€“1949 (London and New York: HarperCollins, 2004), and The Collected Letters of C. S. Lewis, Volume III: Narnia, Cambridge, and Joy,
1950â€“1963 (London and New York: HarperCollins, 2006). vi. You r s , jack. Author:C. S. Lewis [Lewis, C. S.] Language: eng Format: epub Publisher: HarperCollins Published:
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